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TARGETED & PERSONALIZED
COMMUNICATION

MONO-BRAND COMMUNICATION

Dedicated e-mail
E-mail dedicated to only one advertiser sent to a
specific target:

Highlights on an existing promotion
Content inspiration
Innovation
Choose the quantity you want to target… there
is no limit !

e-CRM journey - Acquisition

You define your own target audience
Only one advertiser
Highlights on an existing promotion
Content inspiration
Could be link to a voucher / e-deals
Several templates available
1 e-mail (dedicated e-mail) + Reminder 
Reminder by e-mail or via Push Notifcation

e-CRM journey - Upsell

Content sent on different moments to the same
target groups:

Same target group contacted on different
occasion
Different content
3 waves
 

e-CRM journey - Retention

Same content sent on different moments to a
recalculated target group:

Same target group segmentation but
recalculated each time
Same content
4 waves
 

Push Notification

Push Notification sent to a specific target:
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Limited to 100.000 contacts
Ideal to highlight an existing promotion
In combination with other
channels boost performance results
Using a push to remind people to perform
an action generates extra engagement
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Dedicated e-mail

TARGETED & PERSONALIZED
COMMUNICATION

Mono-brand communication

E-mail dedicated to only one
advertiser sent to a specific target:

Highlights on an existing promotion
Content inspiration
Innovation
Choose the quantity you want to target… there is no
limit !

Duration

1 sending

Media Booking

6 weeks

Nice to know

Pre-analysis included
Definition of segmentation criteria in collaboration
with MMD
Could be linked to a voucher
Look & feel Delhaize
Visual created by the client
Link to a page dedicated to your range of products
on Delhaize.be 
Setup + content cost
Sent on Saturday or Tuesday

Post reporting

Reportings are available 6 weeks after the end of the
activation and available via an online platform. Request
access to our Account Managers.
KPI1 - #Open rate (FR + NL)
KPI2 - Click-Through-Rate (FR+NL)

OBJECTIVES

CONVERSION

BRAND AWARENESS

CALL TO ACTION

TRIAL

ENGAGEMENT / CONSIDERATION

CROSS/UPSELLING

Sample pictures
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e-CRM journey - Acquisition

TARGETED & PERSONALIZED
COMMUNICATION

Mono-brand communication

You define your own target audience
Only one advertiser
Highlights on an existing promotion
Content inspiration
Could be link to a voucher / e-deals
Several templates available
1 e-mail (dedicated e-mail) + Reminder 
Reminder by e-mail or via Push Notifcation

Duration

1 sending + 1 Reminder

Media Booking

6 weeks

Nice to know

Pre-analysis included
Definition of segmentation criteria in collaboration
with MMD
Could be linked to a voucher
Look & feel Delhaize
Visual created by the client
Link to a page dedicated to your range of products
on Delhaize.be 
Setup + content cost
Sent on Saturday or Tuesday

Post reporting

Reportings are available 6 weeks after the end of the
activation and available via an online platform. Request
access to our Account Managers.
KPI1 - #Open rate (FR + NL)
KPI2 - Click-Through-Rate (FR+NL)

OBJECTIVES

CONVERSION

BRAND AWARENESS

CALL TO ACTION

TRIAL

ENGAGEMENT / CONSIDERATION

CROSS/UPSELLING

Sample pictures
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e-CRM journey - Upsell

TARGETED & PERSONALIZED
COMMUNICATION

Mono-brand communication

Content sent on different moments to the same target
groups:

Same target group contacted on different occasion
Different content
3 waves
 

Duration

3 sendings

Media Booking

6 weeks

Nice to know

Pre-analysis included
Definition of segmentation criteria in collaboration
with MMD
Could be linked to a Flash e-Deal
Look & feel Delhaize
Visual created by the client
Link to a page dedicated to your range of products
on Delhaize.be 
Setup + content cost
Sent on Saturday or Tuesday

Post reporting

Reportings are available 6 weeks after the end of the
activation and available via an online platform. Request
access to our Account Managers.
KPI1 - #Open rate (FR + NL)
KPI2 - Click-Through-Rate (FR+NL)

OBJECTIVES

CONVERSION

BRAND AWARENESS

CALL TO ACTION

TRIAL

ENGAGEMENT / CONSIDERATION

CROSS/UPSELLING

Sample pictures
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e-CRM journey - Retention

TARGETED & PERSONALIZED
COMMUNICATION

Mono-brand communication

Same content sent on different moments to a
recalculated target group:

Same target group segmentation but recalculated
each time
Same content
4 waves
 

Duration

4 sendings

Media Booking

6 weeks

Nice to know

Pre-analysis included
Definition of segmentation criteria in collaboration
with MMD
Could be linked to a flash e-deal
Look & feel Delhaize
Visual created by the client
Link to a page dedicated to your range of products
on Delhaize.be 
Setup + content cost
Sent on Saturday or Tuesday

Post reporting

Reportings are available 6 weeks after the end of the
activation and available via an online platform. Request
access to our Account Managers.
KPI1 - #Open rate (FR + NL)
KPI2 - Click-Through-Rate (FR+NL)

OBJECTIVES

CONVERSION

BRAND AWARENESS

CALL TO ACTION

TRIAL

ENGAGEMENT / CONSIDERATION

CROSS/UPSELLING

Sample pictures
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Push Notification

TARGETED & PERSONALIZED
COMMUNICATION

Mono-brand communication

Push Notification sent to a specific target:

Limited to 100.000 contacts
Ideal to highlight an existing promotion
In combination with other
channels boost performance results
Using a push to remind people to perform
an action generates extra engagement

Duration

1 sending

Media Booking

6 weeks

Nice to know

Sent on Friday to customers
Only 2 slots per week

OBJECTIVES

CONVERSION

EYE CATCHER

TRIAL

Sample pictures
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TARGETED & PERSONALIZED
COMMUNICATION

PRINT DIRECT MAIL

A5 postcard

A5 mailing send to a specific target and dedicated to
only one partner:

Exclusive offer 
Content inspiration
Innovation
1 coupon offer

Selfmailer double or triple

A5 mailing (2 x A5 or 3 x A5) send to a specific
target and dedicated to only one partner:

Exclusive offer
Content inspiration
Innovation
Up to 2 or 3 coupons offer
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A5 postcard

TARGETED & PERSONALIZED
COMMUNICATION

Print direct mail

A5 mailing send to a specific target and dedicated to
only one partner:

Exclusive offer 
Content inspiration
Innovation
1 coupon offer

Duration

1 sending

Media Booking

13 weeks

Nice to know

Offer coupon value: Min 20%
1 coupon
Look & feel Delhaize
Creation in collaboration with MMD
Only one partner
Min 50.000 contacts
Technical costs and production included in the setup
Advanced segmentation is possible, including
Delhaize Shopper Segmentation

Post reporting

Reportings are available 6 weeks after the end of the
activation and available via an online platform. Request
access to our Account Managers.
KPI1 - #Participation rate
KPI2 - # redemption rate

OBJECTIVES

CONVERSION

BRAND AWARENESS

CALL TO ACTION

INSPIRATION

ENGAGEMENT / CONSIDERATION

BRAND POSITIONNING

CROSS/UPSELLING

Sample pictures
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Selfmailer double or triple

TARGETED & PERSONALIZED
COMMUNICATION

Print direct mail

A5 mailing (2 x A5 or 3 x A5) send to a specific target
and dedicated to only one partner:

Exclusive offer
Content inspiration
Innovation
Up to 2 or 3 coupons offer

Duration

1 sending

Media Booking

13 weeks

Nice to know

Offer coupon  value: Min 20%
Look & feel Delhaize
Creation in collaboration with MMD
Only one partner
Min 50.000 contacts
Technical costs and production included in the setup
Advanced segmentation is possible, including
Delhaize Shopper Segmentation

Post reporting

Reportings are available 6 weeks after the end of the
activation and available via an online platform. Request
access to our Account Managers.
KPI1 - #Participation rate
KPI2 - # redemption rate

OBJECTIVES

CONVERSION

BRAND AWARENESS

CALL TO ACTION

INSPIRATION

ENGAGEMENT / CONSIDERATION

BRAND POSITIONNING

CROSS/UPSELLING

Sample pictures
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TARGETED & PERSONALIZED
COMMUNICATION

NEWSLETTER INTEGRATIONS

Segmented Insert e-mail

Insert of a branded banner in the Delhaize weekly e-
news

Highlight on an existing promotion
Innovation
Link to a landing page to the e-shop 
Choose the quantity you want to target...there is
no limit!
Predefined segmented group based on the
categories

Thematic mono-brand insert newsletter

Exclusivity only 1 brand
Related to the main topic of the Delhaize
newsletter (Mother’s day, Easter, … )
Insert of a branded banner in the Delhaize
weekly e-news
Highlight on an existing promotion
Innovation
Link to a landing page to the e-shop 
Predefined segmented group based on the
categories: Between 500.000 - 1Mio contacts

 

See the full Thematic mono-brand insert
newsletter Calendar for 2024. 

Thematic multi-brand insert newsletter

Multi-brand thematic e-mail sent to a specific target
group, based on a categorical segmentation

Insert of a branded banner in the thematic e-
mail
Highlight of an existing promotion
Predefined segmented group based on the
categories

 

See the full Thematic multi-brand insert
newsletter Calendar for 2024

Promo-insert newsletter

Highlight your existing promotion at Delhaize 
Integration of a promotional product or range in
the weekly newsletter of Delhaize

https://www.mediamarketingdelhaize.be/news/mono-brand-insert-newsletter-calendar-2024-
https://www.mediamarketingdelhaize.be/news/mono-brand-insert-newsletter-calendar-2024-
https://www.mediamarketingdelhaize.be/news/top-topical-multi-brand-calendar-
https://www.mediamarketingdelhaize.be/news/top-topical-multi-brand-calendar-
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Segmented Insert e-mail

TARGETED & PERSONALIZED
COMMUNICATION

Newsletter integrations

Insert of a branded banner in the Delhaize weekly e-
news

Highlight on an existing promotion
Innovation
Link to a landing page to the e-shop 
Choose the quantity you want to target...there is no
limit!
Predefined segmented group based on the
categories

Duration

1 sending

Nice to know

Look & Feel Delhaize
Creation in collaboration with MMD
Link to your range of products on the site
Delhaize.be
Sent on Thursday

Post reporting

Reportings are available 6 weeks after the end of the
activation and available via an online platform. Request
access to our Account Managers.
KPI1 - #Open rate (FR + NL)
KPI2 - Click-Through-Rate (FR+NL

OBJECTIVES

BRAND AWARENESS

CALL TO ACTION

TRIAL

ENGAGEMENT / CONSIDERATION

CROSS/UPSELLING

Sample pictures
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Thematic mono-brand insert newsletter

TARGETED & PERSONALIZED
COMMUNICATION

Newsletter integrations

Exclusivity only 1 brand
Related to the main topic of the Delhaize newsletter
(Mother’s day, Easter, … )
Insert of a branded banner in the Delhaize weekly e-
news
Highlight on an existing promotion
Innovation
Link to a landing page to the e-shop 
Predefined segmented group based on the
categories: Between 500.000 - 1Mio contacts

 

See the full Thematic mono-brand insert
newsletter Calendar for 2024. 

Duration

1 sending

Media Booking

6 weeks

Nice to know

Look & feel Delhaize
Creation in collaboration with MMD
Link to your range of products on Delhaize.be
Sent on Thursday

Post reporting

Reportings are available 6 weeks after the end of the
activation and available via an online platform. Request
access to our Account Managers.
KPI1 - #Open rate (FR + NL)
KPI2 - Click-Through-Rate (FR+NL

OBJECTIVES

CONVERSION

BRAND AWARENESS

CALL TO ACTION

TRIAL

ENGAGEMENT / CONSIDERATION

CROSS/UPSELLING

Sample pictures

  

https://www.mediamarketingdelhaize.be/news/mono-brand-insert-newsletter-calendar-2024-
https://www.mediamarketingdelhaize.be/news/mono-brand-insert-newsletter-calendar-2024-
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Thematic multi-brand insert newsletter

TARGETED & PERSONALIZED
COMMUNICATION

Newsletter integrations

Multi-brand thematic e-mail sent to a specific target
group, based on a categorical segmentation

Insert of a branded banner in the thematic e-mail
Highlight of an existing promotion
Predefined segmented group based on the
categories

 

See the full Thematic multi-brand insert
newsletter Calendar for 2024

Duration

1 sending

Media Booking

6 weeks

Nice to know

Look & feel Delhaize
Creation in collaboration with MMD
Link to your range of products on Delhaize.be
Sent on Thursday

Post reporting

Reportings are available 6 weeks after the end of the
activation and available via an online platform. Request
access to our Account Managers.
KPI1 - #Open rate (FR + NL)
KPI2 - Click-Through-Rate (FR+NL

OBJECTIVES

CONVERSION

BRAND AWARENESS

CALL TO ACTION

TRIAL

ENGAGEMENT / CONSIDERATION

CROSS/UPSELLING

Sample pictures

https://www.mediamarketingdelhaize.be/news/top-topical-multi-brand-calendar-
https://www.mediamarketingdelhaize.be/news/top-topical-multi-brand-calendar-
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Promo-insert newsletter

TARGETED & PERSONALIZED
COMMUNICATION

Newsletter integrations

Highlight your existing promotion at Delhaize 
Integration of a promotional product or range in the
weekly newsletter of Delhaize

Duration

1 sending

Media Booking

6 weeks

Nice to know

Link to product or range at Delhaize.be 
Sent on Thursday to customers 

OBJECTIVES

CONVERSION

CALL TO ACTION

ENGAGEMENT / CONSIDERATION
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E-deal

TARGETED & PERSONALIZED
COMMUNICATION

Extra's

An e-deal integrated in the app for a specific target:

Activation 1.000 to 3.000 (depending on the
category)
Validity in the client's wallet: 1 week
Ideal to highlight a new product
In combination with other
channels boost performance results

 

Duration

6 months as from start day

Media Booking

4 weeks

Nice to know

Discount: min. 20%

OBJECTIVES

CONVERSION

Sample pictures
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